
Homoquotables 
Artistic greeting cards for gay couples in love 

A Successful Marriage  The Touch of Love 

 

"A successful marriage 
requires falling in love 

many times, always with 
the same person."  Mignon 

McLaughlin

 
"At the touch of love 

everyone becomes a poet.”  
Plato 

Item #:  0201   Item #: 0202  
Good Morning Kiss  Looking Toward Our Future 

 

"Maybe kissing is sort of 
like nature's coffee." 

Scott Westerfeld 
 

"Love does not consist of 
gazing at each other, but in 

looking together in the 
same direction."  Antoine 

de Saint-Exupery 

Item #: 0203   Item #: 0204  
Magical Love  The Someone You Can’t Live Without 

 

"Love isn't a decision. It's a 
feeling. If we could decide 
who we loved, it would be 
much simpler, but much 

less magical."  Trey Parker 
and Matt Stone 

 

 

"You don't marry someone 
you can live with, you 

marry someone you cannot 
live without"  Unknown 

Item#: 0205   Item #: 0206  
Perfect Love  Most Eloquent Silence 

 

"You come to love not by 
finding the perfect person, 
but by seeing an imperfect 

person perfectly."  Sam 
Keen 

 

"The most eloquent 
silence; that of two mouths 

meeting in a kiss."  
Unknown 

Item#: 0207   Item#: 0208  
The Best Things in the World  The Closest Distance 

 

"The best and most 
beautiful things in this world 

cannot be seen or even 
heard, but must be felt with 

the heart"  Helen Keller 

 
"Laughter is the closest 

distance between  
two people"  Victor Borge 

Item#: 0209   Item#: 0210  
Sitting Together Forever  You Kissed My Soul 

 

“Love is what makes two 
people sit in the middle of a 
bench when there is plenty 

of room at both ends”  
Anonymous 

 

 

 

"For it was not into my ear 
you whispered, but into my 

heart. It was not my lips 
you kissed, but my soul."  

Judy Garland 
 

Item#: 0211   Item#: 0212  
  



A Successful Marriage  The Touch of Love 

 

"A successful marriage 
requires falling in love 

many times, always with 
the same person."  Mignon 

McLaughlin

 
"At the touch of love 

everyone becomes a poet.”  
Plato 

Item #:  0301   Item #: 0302  
Filling in the Spaces  Looking Toward Our Future 

 

"The spaces between your 
fingers were created so 
that another's could fill 
them in."  Unknown 

 

"Love does not consist of 
gazing at each other, but in 

looking together in the 
same direction."  Antoine 

de Saint-Exupery 

Item #: 0303   Item #: 0304  
Magical Love  The Someone You Can’t Live Without 

 

"Love isn't a decision. It's a 
feeling. If we could decide 
who we loved, it would be 
much simpler, but much 

less magical."  Trey Parker 
and Matt Stone 

 

 

"You don't marry someone 
you can live with, you 

marry someone you cannot 
live without"  Unknown 

Item#: 0305   Item #: 0306  
Sitting Together Forever  Most Eloquent Silence 

 

“Love is what makes two 
people sit in the middle of a 
bench when there is plenty 

of room at both ends”  
Anonymous 

 

"A kiss is a lovely trick 
designed by nature to stop 

speech when words 
become superfluous." 

 Ingrid Bergman 

Item#: 0307   Item#: 0308  
The Best Things in the World  A Worthwhile Ride 

 

"The best and most 
beautiful things in this world 

cannot be seen or even 
heard, but must be felt with 

the heart"  Helen Keller 

 

"Love doesn't make the 
world go round. Love is 

what makes the ride 
worthwhile."  Franklin 

Jones 

Item#: 0309   Item#: 0310  
Perfect Love  You Kissed My Soul 

 

"You come to love not by 
finding the perfect person, 
but by seeing an imperfect 

person perfectly."  Sam 
Keen 

 

"For it was not into my ear 
you whispered, but into my 

heart. It was not my lips 
you kissed, but my soul."  

Judy Garland 

Item#: 0311   Item#: 0312  
 

Orders may be E-mailed to dan@homoquotables.com 

Faxed to 303-9571977 

Or call Dan McLellan 303-817-5055 

 


